Scrum.org launches the Agility Path Snapshot

Where are we with agile? Are we doing better than before? How agile are we?

You invest in agile processes and tools. You want to manage that investment. You want to optimize the return on your investment.

An Agility Path™ Snapshot is an organizational profile of metrics and capability that helps you.

It helps you to measure, to change, to add practices, to improve ... continuously.

Contact snapshot@scrum.org for more information.
Agility Path enables you to:
• Measure the return on your investment in agility.
• Assess the effectiveness of product value practices.
• Measure the underlying impact & benefits of agility on product development.
• Compare your agility across time.
• Determine the next actions that provide the greatest payback.

An Agility Path Snapshot creates a point-in-time profile of your development organization’s performance and capabilities.
A series of Snapshots reveals trends that help you manage your investments and optimize future capabilities. Underlying opportunities are often identified.

A Snapshot profile of your IT or product development organization comprises:
• Metrics describing operational capabilities and their impact on overall organizational agility;
• Practice usage profiling utilization of practices that enhance Value, Productivity, and Quality;
• Agility Index™ formulating overall agility, aggregated into a single number.

A licensed Scrum.org engagement manager performs a Snapshot with you. It takes approximately five days. Data is collected and correlated. The engagement manager presents the Snapshot report to you.

Learn more at Agility-Path.com